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How to run a deal review process:-  
Set up:  
Start the conversation with WHY you’re doing this, and why you’ve asked 
others to attend. Thank them for making the time for you. It can just be an 
online video call, but it’s worth considering a fun location, like maybe over 
lunch somewhere quiet, especially as you really want your guest to do 
more than one of these.  

 
Attendees:  
You and your sales guide, at least to begin with! This is going to take at least an hour, but you’ll get faster as 
you go through this.  
 
Content: 
This is a DEAL review, not a review of your whole sales process. While other aspects of your sales behavior 
might be discussed, the purpose of this is to review a single DEAL, and compare it to another deal. This really 
helps drive your self-awareness and learning, and gives you specific areas to work on.  
 
Comparison:  
When you’ve finished this deal review conversation, input the numbers from your past deal review in the ‘Last 
Time’ Column. Are your scores going up or down? Go back and examine each criteria section before you start 
your action plan.  
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Deal Review Evaluation Criteria. 
Deal name:   
Prospect:  
Lead Source:   
Date initially engaged:  
Date closed won, closed lost, or put on hold.  
Solution:   
Score each area below 1-5. Five being definitely yes, 1 being absolutely not.  Last Time This Time 

Targeting:  
Was your prospect well identified at the very start? Was it clear why they would need your product or 
service? Could you find and approach them easily?  

  

Qualification: 
Did you identify BANT (Budget, Authority, Need, Timeline) early in the process? Could you have done it 
earlier? What helped you here and what didn’t?  

  

Research:  
Did you identify their organisational structure? What impact did this have? How clear was the business 
case for your solution? What other examples / comparisons did you use?  
Who were your competitors?  

  

Risk Loss Assessment: Defining the cost of doing nothing.  
Was it clear what the impact of NOT buying would be to your prospect? Did you get them to understand 
that and tell you about it by asking open questions?   
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Proposal:  
Looking back at your proposal, ideally with a copy in front of you, does it make your heart sing? Were you 
really proud if it and did it drive the sales process forward? How clear was your proposal? What other 
example or benchmark proposals did you use?  

  

Action:  
Did you establish committed actions throughout the process once you had qualified the prospect? Did 
you elicit commitments from the prospect at the end of every engagement? Did you follow up promptly 
on your commitments and hold them to theirs?  

  

Closing: Deal won.  
Well done! Is it clear what the value delivery milestones will be, how you will jointly measure success, and 
what the outcomes will be for you and your client? Did you set them up to give you referrals, are they 
aware that you will be asking for referrals and testimonials? Have you defined a next step sale after this 
product or service has been delivered?  

  

Closing: Deal Lost of put on hold.  
Did you have coverage in your pipeline? How much of an impact did it have on your business that this 
deal didn’t close?  
Why didn’t the deal close? Go back to BANT, what didn’t pan out?  
Did they buy from a competitor, and if so who? Did you set up a review call with the prospect to ask them 
why?  

  

In review:  
Have you identified what you did really well, and what areas needed improvement?  
Is there an opportunity to reengage the prospect in the future? If so, when and what is determining that? 
(IE Budget, economic conditions, job change, leadership change) 
Did the process cost you an acceptable amount? Would spending more or less have made it better?  
Did you protect / improve your profit margin?  
How long did the process take from ‘date of initial engagement’ to ‘closed won / lost / on hold’ ? 
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Action Plan:  
The Areas I’d like to improve on are: 
 
 
 

Looking at the table above, where do you want to do better? What specific areas need focus? Do 
you have a clear understanding of what ‘better’ looks like? Where is that coming from?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Actions I’m going to take are:  
 

Put specific actions with dates in here. For example:-  
I’m going to ask my prospect for an example of an excellent proposal from another company they 
buy from when I talk to them next Friday. That way I can have a bank of examples I can use to 
learn from and I can improve the quality of my proposals.  
I’m going to really focus on my Qualification Process by preparing better qualification questions / 
doing some qualification training / executing some role plays with my sales counsellor on DATE.  
 
 
 

The Results I expect from these actions are:  
 
 
 

When I improve in these areas, I’m will achieve the following:-  
Revenue goals of X, Pipeline performance of N%, Closing cycle time of X Weeks.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

What I liked about this deal review was:  What worked, what you wish you could have done better, what kind of participants would you 
like to include next time?  

 


